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Change butler uniform sims 4

The Sims 4 Vintage Glamour Stuff Pack introduces a new butler NPC that you can hire with your phone. To hire a butler, click on your phone &gt; Career/Home &gt; Hire a Service and select the Butler option. A random butler will be immediately assigned to your home. They're basically residents of your home, except they won't count as a real household member or have the
power to control them. Butlers only have 3 needs that need to be met: Energy, Hunger and Fun. When it comes to energy, it can be satisfied in a human way by assigning a bed specifically to butlers. Butlers will take care of themselves when it comes to hunger. When they make a meal to eat they usually tend to serve a meal for the whole family. This is great considering you
won't take Simoleons from your home funds. The need for fun is usually taken care of by the butler when your Sims are out for work or asleep. It's when they're prone to using the computer, drinking from the bar or enjoying other fun activities. They might be embarrassed if your Sim enters the room where they are perfoming activities that meet their fun needs. A butler comes with
several interactions: Assign Task... Cook Family Meal (40) Cook Meal (No. 20) Cook Party Meal (No. 60) Playing Guitar Piano Play Violin Prepare Bar Drink (8) Water Plants Record the Dance Floor (Meet) Use DJ Booth (Get Together) Management... Responsibilities... Stop assisting minors from cleaning stop repairing objects stop hosting visitors.... Invite all visitors within
Discard All Visitors Ignore the Front Door Here are some of the facts you need to know about butlers: Your Sim doesn't have to be near the butler to assign them a task. Even if your Sim is on the other side of the lot away from the butler, Sim will ring his bell after he's selected a certain task! Every butler you hire will come with a different set of traits. If, for example, you have a
kleptomaniac butler there is a chance that you will steal items from your lot without your notice. You can always fire a butler and hire a new one. You can get rid of a butler in an educated way by selecting your phone &gt; Career/Home &gt; Dismiss Butler Service. Instead of the Fire interaction that after hiring will bring a new butler, the firing interaction will bring back the butler he
had before after hiring. If you want to sculpt a perfect butler you can do it using testingcheats true + cas.fulleditmode tricks. Shift+ click the butler and select Modify in CAS to edit your butler. You can socialize with your butler, make woohoo or even marry them and move them home. Have you'll have to fire your butler to do so. You can dedicate a special room to your butler by
using a door lock that will only allow your butler to enter. Click a door in a certain room and select Lock Door to... &gt; All but Butler. The dying butlers will be replaced by a new butler! featured highlights Featured Highlights Adjusts butler behavior a bit and we're going to hire more ButlerBetter Butler (Glamour DLC needed)Best Butler Main ModThe main mod increases static
merchandise so that butlers will most likely clean, repair and take care of children. Added new Interaction on Terrain (with Leaves) if you can ask a butler for Rake Leaves Best Butler - Hire More Butler AddonYou can hire up to four additional butlers through the new circular menu on phones (home category)! If you want to cancel them, you can do it through the Sim – Butler –
Managment Menu: Cancel xx Butler or phone Cancel xx Butler InteractionYou will need to have a bed available to them I also strongly recommend canceling all Butler in the game before moving to another Lot with your home! Optional AddonsBetter Butler – No Auto CookingDisables the cooking butler autonomously. These will also disable the options in the butler task menu (they
won't) so I recommend my Ask us to cook/Bake/Grill/Mix Drink! Mod to order butlers to cook for you! Best Butler - No Auto Put AwayButler Should Not Save Food Plus Butler Maker - No GardeningThe Ingame Order to not Garden does not work properly for some people so this disables gardening in allBetter Butler – Go to sleep &amp; Awake Previous Butler Butler will get a Buff
around 10pm - 4am which will then give them greater autonomy to go to SleepButler will wake up around 6am instead of 8amBetter Butler – Forbidden MoodTho should prevent butlers from getting certain moods (uncomfortable, boring, stressed, Stunned, Flirty) Best Butler – Can't Die This should prevent butlers from dyingBo Butler – Fix Cost When traveling to another Lot and
back you have to pay the payment once again which usually should only happen once when you hire them. This fixes that. Best Butler – No uniform butler will wear your normal clothes. (Works only with newly hired Sims as it seems) Best Butler – Locked Statistics You can block statistics with these add-ons. There is a file for each reason so you can choose indiviually which one to
block. Locked stats won't go down! Languages: English (default), Dansk (by Sighubert), Portuguese (by Ana Carolina), Swedish (by hellogreeny), French by lorraine5530, Chinese by Soulkiller, Japanese by maru given, Spanish by Morphine, Polish byェ, Russian by muramr, Italian by zaffirogarnet and GermanDOWNLOAD: Google Drive or DropBox (or download via my SimFile).
The link to the folder can be found here) Author's Theme: How can I edit my butler in CAS? (Read 26185 times) Highlight highlight highlight highlight highlight highlight highlight highlighted highlight highlighted It's been a while since Vintage Glamour came out and I haven't seen any information about these: -Has anyone found a way to change the butler's uniform? Either simply
changing your color or using something completely. Change CAS CAS regular outfits for a butler's work attire. Are there any tricks to edit a sim's racing team with its id that works for uncontrolled sims? -Is there an invisible trait to make a playable sim act like a butler, ringing bell and everything? Or even an amateur like the sims.add_buff NPC_Maid, although I doubt it due to
complex interactions This is not a jab in today's butlers, I like the ones I have, I just want something more experimental now. Like a bonehilda vampire behaving like a butler. -Editing- I just realized vintage Glamour is a pack of things not a game pack, wrong section, woops Post edited by happyopi in February 20170 15 comments quick response responses: 2 (Who?), Seen: 2925
times. Original poster #1 July 19, 2017 at 3:22 AM I can not change the butler shoes Using the command sims.modify_career_outfit_in_cas I am able to change my butler's clothes as long as I do not change the shoes. However, if you change your shoes, revert the butler career outfit to the default butler costume. Is there anything to change the shoes my butler wears anyway. #2
July 31, 2017 at 12:07 AM Well, It may be because the tricks sometimes do not work with High Graphics, a computer that is old or do not vary powerful (a laptop is also one), or if you chat with an 8 sim home. #3 July 31, 2017 at 11:43 AM Quote: Originally published by CallistaTheSim Bien, It may be because the tricks sometimes do not work with High Graphics, a computer that is
old or not vary powerful (a laptop is also), or if you are placating with an 8 sim home. The tricks have no correlation with the charts. Otherwise, I don't have an answer to OP's question/problem. I know that the butler's suit is a uniform like any other service Sim, so I guess it's not meant to be changed unless the equipment was totally modified for all the butlers (as someone did with
the nanny), because for me the race suit trick is meant to the active Sim's career clothes not an NPC work suit. Back to the top
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